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CURRICULUM 
An author with an unusually extensive experience of world affairs 

 
The author’s experience at age 83 is quite unique in quantity and quality for best comprehension 
of the complex world of today. He graduated at the University of Ottawa as a Juris Doctor lawyer 
with an additional certification in political sciences. He worked for 25 years around the world as a 
fulltime Canadian career diplomat. He then moved into a thoughtful early retirement to be hired 

by the American Embassy in Rome where he worked for 13 
more years. This is where he also acquired his additional skills 
as a Webmaster while being Database Administrator. With 
these additional skills he now creates and writes for his own 
websites entirely by himself. He studied seriously ten 
languages and still speaks five very fluently. He got to know 
over 100 countries on all continents except Oceania. He lived 
in countries of the extreme Right, like the Chile of Pinochet, of 
the extreme Left, like the Soviet Union of Brezhnev, and of 
the extreme “Wild”, like the Uganda of Idi Amin. He is a 
pianist with a passion for philosophy since he was an 
adolescent, and for Opera since he became an adult living in 
Italy. He has a Greek wife who graduated as a psychologist, is 
a world expert artist painter on fine porcelain, and is most 
cultivated in philosophy and the history of art. They have 
three university graduate children living in England (a 
daughter doctor specialized in Infectious Diseases), in Canada 
(a son mathematician), and in Italy (another daughter doctor 
dentist). From the people who know him well, Jacques is 
simply “ZAK”. The above unique profile is the one at the 
source of this book on what he calls FtakAristarchy (Full Truth 

And Knowledge Aristarchy). FtakAristarchy intends to free us from our national and global 
enslavement in our current fake democracy through 30 cumulative reforms with two pillars. On 
the public side, their pillar is absolute full truth about all public affairs and officials, along with 
absolute full public revelation of all knowledge useful to humanity from any source. On the private 
side, their pillar is a return to best holistic private education of the 3 levels of the Tetractys of the 
human soul. Our resulting liberation is meant to be achieved at 4 levels :  
 

 
Break or Reject Commands from All Unelected Unaccountable 

Power. Impose Only Full Truth and Full Knowledge Governance.
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Executive Summary 
 

This book title is FtakAristarchy  
(Full Truth And Knowledge 
Aristarchy). This is a brand new 
acronym coined to describe the 
best possible form of direct and 
participative democracy, as a form 
of governance that is as close as 
possible to the original concept of 
best democracy that was invented 
by Ancient-Greece. As such, 

FtakAristarchy is as different as it can be from the fake democracy that we supposedly have 
today in the most democratic world. The prefix “Ftak” of the new acronym means fully what it 
says: Full Truth And Knowledge. The “K” also stands for Kallos. The suffix “Aristarchy“ means 
governance by the “Aristos”, by The Best Ones in terms of capacity and enlightenment (based on 
Truth, Knowledge, Virtue and Beauty in all aspects of their conduct and lifestyle) because of their 
extraction from a system of education as similar as possible to the one also invented by Ancient-
Greece, which is holistic education forming the 3 levels of the Tetractys of the human soul.  
 
The book is in two parts. The substantial PART 1 is all negative, but the even more substantial 
PART 2 is all positive. The first negative part describes our current situation of enslavement 
through various means based on traditional DDDD (Debt, Dogma, Disinformation and Despair) 
and new more modern means like what is being called with these other new acronyms: 
Banktatorship, Healthtatorship and Newstatorship. The second positive part is based on a set of 
30 cumulative reforms at 3 levels that can be seen on this Nutshell as the A), B) and C) levels, 
with each level including 10 FtakAristarchy reforms. Total: 30 cumulative reforms (s. page 18).  
 
Most authors approaching this subject of global enslavement will only write about the negative 
part, criticizing what is taking place, and who is responsible for it. Of course, this negative part is 
important as without people knowing first what is really going on, they cannot decide properly 
what actions to take to correct the situation. In addition, this criticism is a Full Truth that has to 
be expressed in the most open and explicit way, as embarrassing as it may be, which most 
authors avoid to do in order not to damage their own life and career, or suffer (at least) 
character assassination from the powerful elites being criticized. This author is as open and 
explicit as any writer can ever be and, with his Full Truth, he hopes to reach even the persons 
who are usually too indoctrinated to be able to recognize truth. This book is particularly notable 
by the fact that the author spends fewer efforts to criticize, and more effort to suggest concrete 
solutions in the positive PART 2 that is nearly always absent in other books on the same subject.  

Constructive Revolutions 
 
To request politicians and all public officials to stop lying and provide only Full Truth about all 
public affairs is a clear revolution in the current context of our fake democracies. But if such lies 
become serious crimes punished most severely, this reform becomes possible and immensely 
useful for all citizens to best decide what to vote before an election and to do during a mandate.  
 
To request public officials to reveal Full Knowledge of earthly or alien source that is kept secret 
at the moment can be greatly useful for improving our wellbeing or save us from undue damage 
from evil plans of big corporation and military bases. If hiding such useful information becomes a 
serious crime punished most severely, this reform can also be immensely useful to most citizens.  
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And the above are only the first two reforms of major change in FtakAristarchy (s. page 18). 
 
If our treasury creates only metal-backed-debt-free money, eliminating usury, fractional reserve 
and borrowed public debt of fiat debt-money created out of nothing by private banksters, most 
of our economic problems will be inexistent or disappear quickly. And only property and sales 
tax will be required to finance governance, with no income tax that was invented only to 
reimburse the now inexistent public debt-money.  
 
If we eliminate our costly outdated parliaments of babbling corrupted representatives who are 
no more necessary since the cumulative inventions of the telephone, the television, the airplane 
and the Internet, and we govern with a lean staff of as few as only 3 elected governors under a 
fully binding contract, thousands of unnecessary ridiculous political problems will cease to exist.  
 
If we use common sense to finally start remunerating women mothers who decide to work at 
home to raise children and maintain a good two-parent home, reinforcing our best traditional 
values regarding family, society, nation and culture, most of our social problems of micro-
criminality will disappear. This is true in particular if we also reform our schooling system to 
eliminate current enslavement indoctrination, making it to return to provide real holistic 
education of the 3 levels of the Tetractys of the human soul, along with more useful instruction, 
like it has been the case of our best previous periods of civilization based on Greek Philotimo.  
 
If we stop the undue interference of warmonger gods in public affairs (like the Yahweh of the 
Bible of Judaism and the Allah of the Koran of Islam requesting constantly all sorts of wars and 
massacres in their respective holy books), and we admit the public influence of only gods 
preaching compassion and forgiveness (like the Hellenistic real Jesus of JesusELLism, not its fake 
deviated Jewish figure of the institutional Judeo-Christian Church who used him for Inquisition 
and wars of religion), most of our future war problems will probably not even ever be born.      
 
The above are only some few reforms, but the whole set of 30 reforms of PART 2 of the Nutshell 
(s. page 18) are also extremely useful, each of them in various other cumulative ways. Why 
should we be so stupid as to not implementing them all? The propaganda of the cabal enslaving 
the rest of us has engineered us to believe such reforms are idealistic utopia, but the cabal 
members are few, and we are many. Certainly, if an enlightened politician wins an election at 
great majority with the 30 reforms of FtakAristarchy as a fully binding contract, nothing can 
prevent their full implementation, let alone their implementation in the most possible 
democratic way.  
 
With FtakAristarchy we go “From Slavery Downwards to Slavery Upwards”. The slaves are no 
more an ignorant mass of people, like it is the case today, because they are well enlightened by 
the reforms of Full Truth, Full Knowledge, Full Freedom of Speech and full Philotimo holistic 
education. The new slave-like persons are the elected or permanent public servants who choose 
freely to act as good public servants, as an ideal that, in any case, also involves for them some 
good remuneration and great justified prestige in front of the community they well serve.  
 
With FtakAristarchy, we also achieve automatically, and in the most peaceful democratic way, 
the dismantling of the oldest and longest conspiracy of global world enslavement through a 
dictatorial One-World-Government. This conspiracy against mainly Hellenism has existed for 
hundreds years, but could never yet be accomplished because of the lack of proper means. 
These means do exist today, so the Cabal using them is very close to succeed. FtakAristarchy 
prevents this evil success of the Cabal that we call FAGSPEC (Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic 
Political Enslavement Cabal) to achieve the type of global enslavement of the rest of us in a 
regime that we call the TsegTechnocracy (Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy).   
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Enlightening a Global Conspiracy Reality 
 
Who on Earth gave top level of power to hidden evil elites capable of transforming all our 
elected national leaders as their puppets, and use these puppets to enslave the rest of us? Who 
on Earth gave an immense abusive power to unelected and totally unaccountable persons and 
organizations to enslave the rest of us, and enslave also all our national governments worldwide, 
doing so through obnoxious national or supranational commands, with ensuing extreme multi-
level legislation, unlimited debt-money created out-of-nothing but to be all reimbursed as real 
money from taxpayers, and all sorts of diktats for which we never had a chance to vote? And 
why are we so stupid as to accept this incredible abuse of power with no opposition, let alone 
with total passive submission, like it is obviously the case today? Who gave such abusive power 
to the unelected and totally unaccountable UN and the WHO? Similarly to the EU Commission? 
To the WEF? To the IMF? To the WB? To the BIS? Who gave similar immense abusive power to 
even many operators acting on their own, as private individuals, like a Soros and a Gates? Who 
gave banks the power to “debank” you and ruin your life if you hold opinions that their higher 
managers do not like, just like they did recently to British Brexit EU politician Nigel Farage?  
 
These visible actors are also behaving together in such a coordinated way that they themselves 
can be only the puppets of even a higher invisible master-level hiding and commanding them in 
the background, at an unlikely simple human level. Who is their master figure at this top level?  
Whoever it is, the cumulative evil power of global enslavement produced by all the above visible 
actors acting all together as a worldwide coordinated cabal is so immense that, in all logic, it 
cannot come from a source at the common human level, certainly not as a power above them 
that could have been granted to them by the rest of us, or by anybody hiding at the human level. 
In addition, most of the top level visible actors of the unelected and unaccountable organizations 
of this global cabal, in consideration of the obvious evil objectives they pursue, and the flagrant 
misery they cause to the rest of us, can only be perverted human souls possessed by an evil force 
that can only come from beyond the human level. Who is their evil grand master? 
 
For lack of a better name, the evil top source of this power beyond the human level can only be 
best called Satan, not of course the ridiculous religious Satan with a fork and a hell of fire, but 
the commanding cosmic Satan who is the powerful cosmic FOB (Force Of Bad) fighting 
continuously the fundamental creative cosmic FOG (Force Of Good). This FOB that, for lack of a 
better name, we call Satan, certainly manipulates his possessed souls with his own immense 
destructive power for his own evil purposes. As such, his visible puppet actors under satanic 
possession become the operators of a real conspiracy of global enslavement for the rest of us. 
This is the reason of the current global decadence transforming the world in a Slavelandia.  
 
To an attentive observer, as we will see further down in part A) of this synthesis, the conspiracy 
of this global cabal involves a disproportionate majoritarian number of Zionist Jews, but it is 
nevertheless quite clearly not the so-called “Jewish Plot” even if our enslavement, in many ways, 
looks caused by a ZioCracy  (“Rule By Zionists”). It is rather clearly a “Satanist Plot” using mainly 
Zionist activists. The Holy Scriptures call these Fake-Jews with Zionists in main roles as “Those 
who may say they are Jews, but are not Jews, as they are the Synagogue of Satan”. They are 
not orthodox Abrahamic Jews, but a kind of fake Abrahamic Jews. As such, they are those of the 
six categories that we call Fake-Jews. These six categories are well identified further down.  
 
In short, the cosmic Satan is powerful, and he is in charge of our national and global enslavement 
through possessed human souls that he leads to be powerful for his evil purposes. This is why 
most main global events of TV World Vision or from Hollywood Entertainment today are so full 
of satanic symbols. And these satanic symbols have become so common that, at the moment, 
they are mostly unnoticed, or not understood as such by most people, not in particular by the 
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younger generations of today that grew up with these symbols, even if the symbols are clear 
indications of global satanic enslavement for the attentive observers of the older generations. 
Fortunately, if the rest of us become fully aware of this satanic conspiracy, and if we act together 
through the cumulative reforms of FtakAristarchy, we can dismantle easily our enslaving global 
cabal that we will call FAGSPEC (Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal). 
This is the purpose of the necessary 30 cumulative holistic reforms elaborated in this book and to 
be applied to our current form of fake democracy in order to make it a liberating FtakAristarchy. 

A More Explicit Look at the Global Conspiracy Reality 
 
In short, an omnipotent cabal is working hard at a global world level to enslave the rest of us in a 
new totalitarian One-World-Government as soon as possible. We will call the cabal FAGSPEC 
(Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal) and the pursued new totalitarian 
global regime the TsegTechnocracy (Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy).  

Six Global Enslavement Steps 
 
The above satanic cabal working for the global enslavement of the rest of us wants to form a 
new worldwide totalitarian One-World-Government through the following 6 diabolic steps.  
1. NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS OF NORMAL COUNTRIES: such governments have to become 

obedient puppets to be gradually phased-out in a global One-World-Migration-Melting-Pot.   
2. GOVERNMENTS OF CURRENT SUPERPOWERS: such competitive governments have to be 

made to collapse or be destroyed, to be replaced by a One-World-Dictatorial-Government.  
3. RELIGIONS INFLUENCE: all main religions must be disempowered to leave only Judaism, or 

rather a Panthriskia of Fake-Jew acolytes spreading a new One-World-Luciferian-Religion.   
4. DIGITALIZED APPROPRIATION: the Cabal will digitalize everything, all persons’ identity, all 

property, all natural resources, all controlled by a unique One-World-Debt-Money-Currency.   
5. DEBT AGGRAVATION: the aggravation of global debt is good to keep countries and people 

fully enslaved through only the Debt-Money of a One-World-Central-Bank-Banktatorship. 
6. A NEW WORLD CAPITAL CITY: a new geopolitical base is prepared in a city that is not one of 

the capitals of current superpowers, hopefully in Jerusalem as a One-World-Global-Capital.  
 
The first step regarding our national governments is already in great part accomplished. Most 
national leaders are not elected, but “pre-selected” through various types of corruption and 
manipulation affecting the preparation of a national election. In most countries, the Cabal 
already makes us vote for only candidates who will become its best obedient puppets. The non-
puppet exceptions that may slip through and gain power will usually only temporarily delay the 
global plan (like a Berlusconi in Italy or an Orban in Hungary), but they are fast eliminated 
through created fake scandals or constructed character assassination. The good national puppets 
being elected will obey the diktats of supranational unaccountable and unelected entities, like 
the EU, the WEF, the UN or the IMF, or even those of rich evil private individuals like a Gates or a 
Soros, along with those of the biggest transnational BigBusiness corporations overruling them. 
All puppets will also facilitate massive migration movements to dilute strong national values and 
create a growing pool of new dummy obedient slaves in a One-World-Migration-Melting-Pot.    
 
The second step regarding superpowers is also already in great part accomplished. All the old 
entities of superpower have to be disintegrated or eliminated. The main one, the USA, is already 
falling apart. Its dollar will soon collapse as the world reserve currency. It is commanded fully 
already by the FAGSPEC Cabal, and has become only a powerful colony of the Fake-Jew Zionist 
AssbIsrael that is its master on the political side, and by China as its master on the economic 
side. When the USA will fall, its minion superpower called the EU will also fall. It is already facing 
a death sentence for its self-destructive obedience to the USA sanctions against Russia, but also 
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for collaborating to all the fake-war initiatives of the USA regarding Ukraine, Gaza and other 
places. After the fall of the USA and the EU, the paper-dragon of China will also fall because it is 
powerful mainly in terms of commercial products that will have lost the markets of their main 
buyers. The fake war in Ukraine was to provoke Superpower Russia for a reaction that could 
bring its fall, provoked by NATO expansion, the USA coup in 2014, and the persecution of 
Russians in Donbass. The secondary objective of the fake war in GAZA is also to provoke 
powerful Iran to bring its fall. The election of Jesuit Pope Francis is meant to destroy the 
powerful influence of the Vatican. Strong EU countries like France, Germany and the UK are 
conspired to fall from within, along with other EU kingdoms through a gradual Islamic invasion. 
NATO is only a temporary tough face before the inevitable above falls, and before its own fall.  
The misery from the above falls will make people beg for a One-World-Dictatorial-Government.   
 
The third step regarding religious influence is also in great part accomplished. Since the Vatican 
Coup of the Council of Vatican II in 1962, the Vatican has been fully under the discrete command 
of Judaism. With the election of Pope Francis in 2013, the first pope from the Jesuits founded by 
a Jew, the Vatican has been deceitfully entirely controlled by the luciferian Fake-Jew Zionists of 
the FAGSPEC cabal, and is now more concerned with following the WOKE political agenda of the 
FAGSPEC UN than the traditional spiritual agenda of the overall Christian Church. Regarding 
ISLAM, its SUNNI branch was founded by Fake-Jews. Many of their descendants are today 
collaborating deceitfully with Zionist Israel and the BRICS for a new global power of world 
domination. Its SHIITE branch in Iran is in great danger of being disempowered soon, by Israel 
and its powerful USA colony, even at the risk of nuclear WWIII. This infiltration of major religious 
institutions is facilitating the advent of the Panthriskia of a new One-World-Luciferian-Religion. 
 
The fourth step of digitalization of everything is very much advanced through the gradual 
imposition of a cashless society and the CBDC money. The Internet Of All Things with WIFI 5 will 
soon secure our full enslavement reality through a new One-World-Debt-Money-Currency. 
 
The fifth step of world debt aggravation is also very much advanced. A debtor is a slave of the 
lender. Constant wars only create profits: before war (financing buying arms), during war 
(financing operations of both sides) and after war (financing reconstruction). War deaths only 
mean easier global control of less people through a One-World-Central-Bank-Banktatorship. 
 
The sixth step regarding the establishment of a new world capital (for the fast coming global 
TsegTechnocracy of the FAGSPEC Cabal) is deceitfully being prepared by the growing 
balkanization of the Middle-East through various wars during which AssbIsrael is gradually 
constructing the Greater-Israel. The FAGSPEC Cabal wants to establish its new world Capital in 
JerUSAlem. It cannot be in Washington, London, Brussels, Rome, Moscow or Beijing because it 
has to be under the full control of mainly the new FAGSPEC Cabal of the Fake-Jews intending to 
run the whole world from the most Abrahamic city of old Babylonian influence. They already 
acquired new pieces of land from Syria and Jordan. Other pieces from Egypt, Iraq, and Lebanon 
are on the verge of being acquired soon at the next good occasion to be triggered by respective 
new war false flags. The full evacuation of GAZA in 2024, triggered by the false flag of October 7, 
2023, is only a new initiative to increase Greater-Israel and build the new Ben-Gurion Canal to 
replace Suez with a better canal all in Israel, from Eilat on the Aqaba Gulf, up the Jordan River to 
the Mediterranean Sea via Gaza City. The canal and GAZA vacuum help exclude the unwanted 
Two-States solution and reinforce Jerusalem as candidate for a new One-World-Global-Capital.     
 
With the above 6 steps, the FAGSPEC Cabal enslaving the rest of us will be fully in charge of the 
fast coming global TsegTechnocracy of their desired new One-World-Dictatorial-Government. It 
is late already, but if we wake up with FtakAristarchy before it is too late, this is the solution to 
save ourselves from our complete global satanic world enslavement.   
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The Solution to Avoid our Global Enslavement is FtakAristarchy 
 
FtakAristarchy is certainly an improvement to democracy, but what democracy? We certainly do 
not have democracy today in supposedly the best democratic world. We have at least forms of 
Oligarchy (“rule by the rich few”) and Debtocracy (“Rule by the creators of debt-money”). We 
are very close to having only a very rudimentary Dupe Democracy that, as “rule by duped 
people”, meaning by ignorant people, is too often only “mass-rule” or “mob-rule”. This is clearly 
fake democracy that is a kind of Cryptocracy (“Rule by unknown leaders hiding in a deep state 
behind our official puppet face leader”).  
 
FtakAristarchy corrects fake democracies by its 30 cumulative reforms, mainly through its first 
set of 10 reforms that maintain citizens in best possible enlightenment, capable to form easily a 
best informed opinion about any aspect of governance, before an election, through the best 
possible fraud-less bio-anonymous BAVAD voting system for executing a fully binding contract.  
 
Reform 1 imposes absolute full truth about all public affairs and all public officials, with a serious 
crime lying about them. Reform 3 imposes all lobbying to be done fully and only openly on a 
dedicated lobbying TV channel, again with a serious crime doing otherwise. Reform 2 imposes 
the full revelation to all citizens of all the useful information and knowledge known in this world, 
from all earthly and alien sources, also with a serious crime hiding it. Reform 5 imposes the same 
kind of full transparency about all public money to be seen by all citizens as if it were their own 
bank account. Reform 6 imposes full respect of absolute freedom of opinion, even for hate 
speech. Reform 4 prevents politics to be influenced by the finances of BigMoney or by any 
network of media that prevents separate independent media to compete for providing full truth 
and full knowledge (Reform 7). Citizens must vote to maintain citizenship, while voting in the 
most possible perfect bio-anonymous voting system (Reform 9) and for a fully binding electoral 
contract to be completed sovereignly by only 3 elected executive officials without barriers from 
any court or from any inexistent babbling parliament (Reform 10). All along, Reform 8 imposes a 
Natural Earth-Life approach to all sciences with Medicine as Health Care instead of Disease Care. 
 
Armed with all the above new tools and knowledge, the improvement brought to democracy by 
FtakAristarchy cannot be called “Mob-Rule”, as “rule by the ignorant people”, because citizens 
are no more ignorant or impotent. It cannot either be called “authoritarian” in the traditional 
sense, because it is not a form of Oligarchy, as “rule by the rich few”, even if only few (only 3 
governors) do rule. The country is in fact finally ruled by the sovereign will of “We The People” 
who all voted obligatorily, in full majority, in an enlightened way, and for only a small executive 
charged to complete the fully binding chosen electoral contract without any barrier from an 
inexistent parliament or from any existing court of law. It cannot even be called anymore a 
ZioCracy, as “Rule by Zionists”, or a SatanOcracy, as “Rule by Satan” because, by the new 
JesusELLism influence (s. Reform 26), these evil figures have lost their older dominant influence.  
 
The following Synthesis has to do with two major improvements to our fake democracy:  
1. a new structure of government called TetractArium replacing in a lean way an outdated 

traditional babbling parliament. See the TetractArium graphic shown on the next page.  
2. a set of 3 levels of reforms to our fake  democracy to achieve FtakAristarchy and ensure our 

full liberation from national and global enslavement from a growing TsegTechnocracy 
(Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy) being implemented today worldwide 
by the FAGSPEC (Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal) conspiracy. 
These reforms are listed in a One-Page-Nutshell summary shown on the following page 18. 
Section A) of that list identifies who are our enslavers. Sections B), C) and D) of that list 
elaborate 3 levels of 30 cumulative reforms to achieve full FtakAristarchy.  

BeLove  
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Abrahamic Family House at the Source of our Global Enslavement 
 

 
 
The above center is the best reprsentation of the source of our global enslavement. This 
Abrahamic Family 
House should be 
renamed as the 
FAGSPEC Family 
House of totalitarian 
global enslavement 
managed for the most 
part by deviated 
satanic branches of the 
three Abrahamic 
Religions. This 
common Abrahamic 
religious center of 
mainly “Fake-Jews” 
originated after the 
signing of the 
Document On Human 
Fraternity by Judeo-
Jesuit Pope Francis in 
front of other top Iman 
and rabbi authorities in 
2019 to assist his push 
for Panthriskia as a 
fake Christian Judeo-
Jesuit pope of 
supposedly an 
Abrahamic Religion. It 
was fully inaugurated 
recently in 2023. This 
is the center of the evil secretive power hidden in plain sight of who shall fully command the rest 
of us as global slaves during the coming period of “The Great Tribulation” to be triggered by the 
“Great Reset” of their main civilian satanic puppets, the UN and the WEF acting together for that 
purpose.  
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ZakArium at the Source of our Full Liberation from Global Enslavement 
 
If the previous Abrahamic Family House is the deceitful center of power at the source of our 
global enslavement, the ZakArium (shown below) of FtakAristarchy is the center of power at the 
source of the opposite forces working for our complete liberation from global enslavement. Its 
entrance is at the ground level on top of a small hill. The lower 3 business levels under it are built 
opening at the back, going downhill, in front of the sea, including the underground level access.   
 

 
 
The above is only the top floor, the noble floor, of the ZakArium, where the leaders of 
FtakAristarchy work for our full liberation from global enslavement through a set of 30 
cumulative reforms of our current fake democracy (listed in a Nutshell on page 18).  
 
The building of these quarters of FtakAristarchy has 4 floors with some 100 bedrooms, 3 
dormitories, and a wide variety of all sorts of spaces for meetings, restauration and various types 
of work or entertainment purposes. It also has an underground floor with extensive parking 
spaces and storage rooms. The main entrance is at the top of a small hill, and the other side 
faces the Mediterranean Sea.  

 The perimeter of the construction: 63m x 54m = 3402 m2 (x 5 levels = 17010 m2) 

 The perimeter with terraces: 90m x 72m = 6480 m2 (x 5 levels = 32400 m2) 

 The whole land: 225m x 99m = 22275 m2 (that includes horses and many other animals), 
plus a free strip of land at the back going down to the sea on a beautiful beach.  

 
Unfortunately the ZakArium has still not been built because of the serious economic crisis in 
Greece that, for the moment, would prevent its necessary self-financing activities.  
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FtakAristarchy does not improve only democracy, but also most of its citizens 
 

 
Such powerful young man also becomes a gentleman MEWHOTAST for his chosen spouse. 

 

 
  

The 30 cumulative reforms of 
FtakAristarchy listed in the 
following Nutshell of page 18 
are mostly seen as an 
improvement to democracy. 
This is correct, but not at all 
the whole truth. Many of 
these reforms also improve 
not only the wellbeing of the 
citizens, but even their 
fundamental qualities as 
human beings.  
 
As such, FtakAristarchy 
improves holistically its 
democracy, its political life, 
its social life and even its 
spiritual life. It improves the 
best holistic Kallos beauty of 
body and soul leading to best 
possible national living and 
governance.  
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FtakAristarchy improves best possible beauty and conditions of all Natural Kingdoms 
 

 
 
The above symbols are important and present, or surrounding all aspects of the daily activities of 
FtakAristarchy that, again, improves not only most direct and participative democracy, but all 
political life, all social life, all economic life, all religious life, and even all spiritual life. Its 
cumulative reforms may seem idealistic utopia but, if a political party wins an election at full 
majority with these reforms as a fully binding contract, nothing can prevent their full 
implementation. These reforms will soon by themselves disempower the globalist FAGSPEC 
(Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal) elites attempting to enslave the 
rest of us in a TsegTechnocracy (Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy). Let’s start 
with replacing the plushy deceitful club of dictators called the UN, or rather the current UNN 
(United No Nations), with a FTAKUN (Full Truth And Knowledge United Nations), if not formally 
so at the beginning, at least in terms of our growing behavior, approach and financing of it. Let’s 
go on as a second easy step with good civil disobedience, by rejecting all commands from all 
supranational GURUC (Global Unelected Red-technocratic Unaccountable Cabal) entities like the 
WEF, the WHO or the IMF, even the EU , or rather the most deceitful new ESU (European Soviet 
Union), spending useless billions in all kinds of gross and corruptive privileges to members of its 
huge useless bureaucracy and fake parliament without any type of accountability.   
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TetractArium of Governance in FtakAristarchy 
 

 
LEGEND 
 
The above TetractArium of governance replaces a Parliament, as there is no house of elected 
representatives in FtakAristarchy. A traditional parliament is eliminated as it is an outdated body 
that was necessary only before the cumulative modern inventions of the telephone, the airplane, 
the Internet and the current technology of perfect instant communications worldwide.  
 

Only the central “GFS” vertical line is elected. This means only 3 governors are elected on the 

basis of a fully binding contract for 3 years. That contract has up to maximum 10 items to be 
executed, but it also includes an annex with a clear outline of any new laws to be implemented, 
along with their exact source of financing. During an electoral mandate, only the fully binding 
contract (obligatorily voted at full majority by all citizens) can be implemented, and it is even a 
transitory priority addendum to the constitution. There can be no surprise during a mandate in 
terms of new legislation or new taxation. But unpredicted emergency events can all be well 
taken care of through the system OBECOF (Out Binding Electoral Contract Operational Fund).   
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Reforms of FtakAristarchy (Full truth and knowledge Aristarchy) 

PART 1 - How, Why, By Whom We Are Enslaved From DDDD: Debt+Dogma+Disinformation+Despair 
= Exposing the FAGSPEC (Fake Abrahamic Globalist Satanic Political Enslavement Cabal) conspiracy 

PART 2 – How to Regain our Freedom by Reforming our Fake Democracy 
    = Stopping the growing TsegTechnocracy (Totalitarian Satanic Enslavement Global Technocracy)  
  A) - IMPOSING ESSENTIAL REFORMS FOR ALL CITIZENS TO BEST DECIDE WHAT TO DO AND ACT   

1. Imposing FtakInternet full truth on all public affairs and officials, and a crime lying about them.  
2. Imposing FtakInternet to reveal all existing earthly or alien knowledge, and a crime hiding it. 
3. Imposing lobbying openly on a dedicated DlocTV station, and a crime doing otherwise or lying. 
4. Imposing financing politics by only yearly party membership, with no BigMoney overpower.  
5. Imposing full transparency in all public money seen by all citizens like their own bank accounts. 
6. Imposing full opinion liberty, even for hate or a true belief affirmed without physical violence.  
7. Imposing separate media to compete for full truth without receiving public or private money.  
8. Imposing Health Care, not Disease Care, no BigPharma overpower and all science nature based.     
9. Imposing voting to keep citizenship via bio-anonymous BAVAD vote for a fully binding contract. 
10. Imposing no parliament or court barrier to an electoral contract of only 3 elected governors.  

  B) - IMPLEMENTING REFORMS FOR ALL CITIZENS TO BE BEST SERVED BY GOVERNANCE 
11. Rejecting all commands from national or supranational unelected unaccountable BigOrg.  
12. Governing with no public debt, with only Treasury power for new PEBSTRER debt-free money.  
13. Enforcing preselection of immigration at reinforced consulates abroad, and close embassies. 
14. Taxing no income, only sales and property, with linked accumulation of public pension credits.  
15. Financing government up & down by provinces, and persons by no usury (=interests over 10%).  
16. Having no central bank, and only new commercial Community Banks without fractional reserve.   
17. Giving part of a nurse-aide salary to married citizen mothers managing fulltime a good home.  
18. Educating holistically the 3 human soul Tetractys levels to virtues while instructing its intellect.  
19. Getting fast “constructive justice” for conflicts with a judge guiding a sovereign jury of peers. 
20. Training only defensive patriotic survival military with no BigMilitary interference anywhere.  

  C) - IMPROVING LIVING THROUGH EXTRA REFORMS FOR ALL INLAND CITIZENS AND FOREIGNERS 
21. Pursue a return to Greco-Roman KALLOS beauty in museums and all public or private places.  
22. Avoid divorce with minor children through discrete DIDSLA separate sexual life agreements. 
23. Accept same-sex love relations as normal when not involving violence, anal sex or pedophilia.  
24. Replace ESPERANTO with GLOSAN and English with Greek for best transnational common talk.  
25. Spread tax-free shops with local garden-farm products, and tax fully all imported foreign food.  
26. Promote JesusELLism to fight globalist Satanism with no institutional BigReligion overpower.  
27. Reinforce the concepts of nation, family, manhood and decorum for best patriotic protection. 
28. Improve living space for extended families in apartments, buildings, streets, parks and cities. 
29. Punish transgenderism, transhumanism and all types of GMO as treason against humanity.    
30. Use death penalty even for only a lie when causing massive SDAMPIC deaths and/or damages. 

www.EthoPlasin.net 
In our current fake democracy, we live in an unnoticed FAGSPEC matrix of full enslavement. With 
FtakAristarchy we regain our full freedom through full truth about all public affairs, full knowledge 
of any earthly or alien source about all existing reality, and full liberty of opinion. We also reject all 
diktats from any unelected and unaccountable BigOrg, and we do not interfere in any foreign 
affairs. A fully binding electoral contract is transitorily a priority constitution addendum: all citizens 
voted it in majority without fraud; no court can stop its application; no parliament is needed to 
discuss it; no surprise of new legislation or new tax can happen during a mandate. Death penalty for 
causing massive deaths or damages means few will do it through useless wars or evil tools like fake 
COVID bioweapon vaccines. With FtakAristarchy we go “From Slavery Downwards to Slavery 
Upwards”. This may seem idealistic utopia but, if a political party wins an election at full majority 
with the above reforms as a fully binding contract, nothing can prevent their full implementation.   

BeLove 
 

Nutshell 

http://www.ethoplasin.net/

